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Safer South Africa Foundation (SSAF) is a fledgling Non-Profit
Company, which has been in existence for less than a decade. The
organisation is on a growth trajectory and is expected to make an
indelible mark in the criminal justice cluster where it operates. All
this is achieved through vigorous pursuance of SSAF’s strategic
goals.

The Foundation is indebted to its founder, the Police and Prisons
Civil Rights Union (POPCRU) and its business arm Workerslife Group,
for the steadfast financial and administrative support. Equally so,
the SSAF Board continuously provides oversight, unwavering support
and guidance. This has kept the Foundation grounded and focused.

The Department of Basic Education is applauded for taking a leap
of faith in the SSAF’s Communities and Justice Programme (CJP) by
granting us access to schools in all provinces. This provides a prime
platform for the implementation of this crime prevention initiative.

The school principals, the school governing bodies and teachers
played a pivotal role in ensuring the success of the CJP. The
invaluable pro-bono contribution from our stakeholders is
appreciated and cannot go unnoticed. 

We express our gratitude to the government departments within the
criminal justice system, the South African Human Rights Commission
and the Banking Association South Africa (BASA), for their
contribution to the success of the programme. 

It goes a long way in empowering young people in the fight against
crime.  As our new partner, BASA offers the Star Saver programme
which is a hit with all the learners. The programme strives for
inclusion of all citizens into the economy. This emphasises the CJP
message of making money in honest ways and avoiding short cuts
that often lead to trouble with the law. BASA believes that financial
skills should be taught from an early age. 

Gratitude also goes to the parents/guardians for permitting their
children to participate in the eleven CJP sessions. Their support is
also demonstrated through their attendance of the Award
Ceremony. This is an event aimed at recognising learners for
successfully completing the CJP.

Central to the CJP are the learners, who work tirelessly,
participating in discussions, writing the essay competition and the
#Youth4SaferSouthAfrica Debates. The debates will be done during
2020. The Foundation is grateful for their commitment.

The Foundation is also thankful to the provincial and local
government leaders, traditional leaders, community and faith-based
organisations, other NPCs and government entities. They have
embraced the SSAF’s CJP and freely gave their time, services,
buildings and equipment.

ACKNOWLEDGING  OUR
PARTNERS
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Going forward, one of our aspirations is to establish
the Safer South Africa Foundation Research Institute.
Our efforts in this regard would have come to naught
were it not for the expertise and professional support
we continue to receive from the Human Sciences
Research Council. We value their guidance.

Furthermore, we thank the NEEMA Foundation for the
Deaf for partnering with SSAF and making it possible
for us to mount a high-impact crime awareness
campaign for the deaf community. This is achieved
mainly through the #SilentWalk&Run initiative aimed
at advocating cohesion between the deaf and
hearing communities, raising awareness about socio-
economic challenges faced by the deaf community
and promoting  South African Sign Language.

The role played by the media in spreading the word
about the work of the Foundation is most
appreciated. In the provinces as well as nationally,
we have forged sound relationships with various
media platforms that are communicating the work of
the Foundation.  

We are grateful for the various organisations that
partner with Safer South Africa Foundation in the
Provinces. They provide donations and some financial
support, which go a long way in augmenting our
limited resources. 

To all, thank you very much.

OUR  PARTNERS
CONTINUED
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Safer South Africa Foundation was founded by the Police and
Prisons Civil Rights Union (POPCRU).  It has been almost eight years
since the Foundation was established. In keeping with the vision and
commitment to a transformed and effective criminal justice
structure in South Africa, the Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union at
the 7th National Congress in 2011 resolved to support the
establishment of a charitable foundation.

Following a series of consultations and recommendations from a
Roundtable Discussion, themed, “Local communities taking centre
stage in the fight against crime,” the Safer South Africa Foundation
was established in 2012.
 
The Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union believes that public
participation is pivotal to crime prevention as it provides an
opportunity to members of the community to contribute to the
protection of their society. Thus, the Safer South Africa Foundation
was founded to mobilise under-resourced communities to create
awareness and ability to work together in crime prevention.

Through Safer South Africa Foundation, POPCRU brought to life the
civil rights part of the union which focuses on mobilisation of
communities to partner with law enforcement agencies in the fight
against crime. As a founder, we hold a strong view that “local
communities should take centre stage in the fight against crime”.

From inception, the founder believed that the bedrock for growth
and success of Safer South Africa Foundation was collaboration
with existing structures and institutions engaged in the fight against
crime. Since its inception, the Foundation has been supported by

MESSAGE  FROM  
THE  FOUNDER

We did not sit back
and be silent. We
understood that we
all have a duty to
create a just and
safer South Africa.
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MR ZIZAMELE CEBEKHULU

POPCRU PRESIDENT POPCRU REPRESENTS MORE THAN HUNDRED ANDPOPCRU REPRESENTS MORE THAN HUNDRED ANDPOPCRU REPRESENTS MORE THAN HUNDRED AND

FORTY THOUSAND POLICE,  CORRECTIONAL ANDFORTY THOUSAND POLICE,  CORRECTIONAL ANDFORTY THOUSAND POLICE,  CORRECTIONAL AND

TRAFFIC OFFICIALS.  THIS GIGANTIC MOVEMENTTRAFFIC OFFICIALS.  THIS GIGANTIC MOVEMENTTRAFFIC OFFICIALS.  THIS GIGANTIC MOVEMENT

WAS ESTABLISHED ON 5TH NOVEMBER 1989 ATWAS ESTABLISHED ON 5TH NOVEMBER 1989 ATWAS ESTABLISHED ON 5TH NOVEMBER 1989 AT

THE HEIGHT OF THE L IBERATION STRUGGLE WITHINTHE HEIGHT OF THE L IBERATION STRUGGLE WITHINTHE HEIGHT OF THE L IBERATION STRUGGLE WITHIN

THE COUNTRY.THE COUNTRY.THE COUNTRY.

the union’s investment arm, the PGC Group (through its flagship brand, Workerslife), whose interests are mainly
in the financial services sector.

As founder we remain committed to supporting Safer South Africa Foundation. It is our fervent belief that the
chief problem in any community cursed with crime is not just punishment of the criminals, but the preventing of
the young from being trained to commit crime.
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DR. TSHENUWANI FARISANI

Chairman:  Safer  South
Afr ica Foundat ion

There is no
elevator to
success; you
have to take
the stairs.

We are proud to present to Safer South Africa Foundation's (SSAF)
2019 Annual Report.  As Chairperson, I had the privilege of leading
SSAF since its inception in 2012. I have come to learn that there is
no elevator to success; you have to take the stairs.

Through the years, I worked with a formidable team of Board
members who contributed to the phenomenal growth we have
experienced. We take the opportunity in this report to share the
proud journey of SSAF.

As an organisation, we have a bias towards the youth as we
believe through our programmes we have the opportunity to help
them make choices that keep them away from crime. Through
education and awareness, the Foundation fosters a better
understanding of community safety issues and improves
relationships between the community and law enforcement
agencies. In addition to its work with communities, the Foundation
seeks to actively contribute to the national discourse on crime and
community safety matters by undertaking research, advocacy, and
campaigns.

SSAF was founded by the Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union
(POPCRU). The union represents more than hundred and forty
thousand Police, Correctional and Traffic Officials. 

Through SSAF, POPCRU brought to life the civil rights part of the
union which focuses on mobilisation of communities to partner with
law enforcement agencies in the fight against crime. The founder
strongly held the view that “local communities should take centre
stage in the fight against crime”. From inception, the founder
believed that the bedrock for growth and success of SSAF was
collaboration with existing structures and institutions engaged in
the fight against crime.

THE FOUNDATION EXISTS TO MOBIL ISE UNDER-THE FOUNDATION EXISTS TO MOBIL ISE UNDER-THE FOUNDATION EXISTS TO MOBIL ISE UNDER-

RESOURCED COMMUNIT IES TO CREATERESOURCED COMMUNIT IES TO CREATERESOURCED COMMUNIT IES TO CREATE

AWARENESS AND A PLATFORM TO WORKAWARENESS AND A PLATFORM TO WORKAWARENESS AND A PLATFORM TO WORK

TOGETHER IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CRIME.TOGETHER IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CRIME.TOGETHER IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CRIME.

The recent crime statistics announcement by the South African Police Service is a source of serious concern for
citizens. Society got talking when the annual crime statistics for 2020 were announced by the police. The
statistics showed that there were 52 murders at educational facilities, comprising universities, colleges, schools
and daycare centres.

Even more concerning was that nine murders and 19 attempted murders were due to bullying at schools. When
you add 345 cases of assault with the intent to cause grievous bodily harm and 546 cases of common assault,
then you realise that we have a serious problem in our hands.

Within the context of growing concerns in society about gender-based violence, educational facilities were not
spared. There were 380 rape cases reported. It has been said by academics and activists that there are many
more sexual offences cases that go unreported. So, we can only imagine how prevalent the problem is.
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Ideal schooling is associated with the safe learning and development of children. But in our country, there is
ample data, scientific and anecdotal research to show that the gap between our well-articulated dream of
building safer schools and the crime rate is widening violently.
 
Undoubtedly, if we are to beat this menace of school violence, we need to go back to our vision, coordinate our
efforts and prioritise the safety of our children. Because as a society, we are letting our children down,
especially those from impoverished backgrounds.

Given this grim picture, it is encouraging that more and more non-governmental organisations are coming
forward to assist in whatever way they can. We at SSAF are proud to be part of the civil society efforts. Our
vision is to support emergence of a South Africa that is a safer place to live, learn, work and play. The sad part
is that these much-needed crime prevention programmes are not well funded and aren’t coordinated properly
by all government departments involved.

But we know, anecdotally, that these interventions do work. They can change the attitude of the learners and
educators by equipping all involved on how to deescalate, work with the community and the security cluster.
Through our Communities and Justice Programme (CJP) we have reached 73 schools and over 5000 learners so
far. Our crime prevention interventions are supported by many partners to whom we are indebted for the
progress we are reporting.

These partners are: Department of Basic Education, South African Police Service, various Traffic Authorities,
National Prosecuting Authority, Department of Justice through the Magistracy, Correctional Services, The  South
African Human Rights Commission and the Banking Association South Africa.

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the SSAF Team I thank all partners in this journey. We remain committed
to our vision of a South Africa that is a safer place to live, learn, work and play. We continue to align our
development programmes with the goals stated in the National Development Plan and the Sustainable
Development Goals.

On behalf of the Board

DR. TSHENUWANI FARISANI

Chairman:  Safer  South Afr ica Foundat ion
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We take time to pause and reflect on 2019. We started the year on
a high note, full of hope, drive and energy to take SSAF to new
heights. We were encouraged by the fact that we finished strong at
the end of 2018 with the Board approving a renewed growth-
oriented strategy. Our founder, POPCRU is supportive of the new
direction. 

The bedrock for growth and success of Safer South Africa
Foundation is collaboration with partners who are engaged in the
fight against crime. To this end, I extend gratitude to the following
partners whose unwavering commitment remains key to the success
of the foundation:

Department of Basic Education, South African Police Service,
Traffic Authorities, both in the Metros and Provinces, National
Prosecuting Authority, The Department of Justice – through the
Magistracy as well as Correctional Services, South African Human
Rights Commission, The Banking Association South Africa, and
NEEMA Foundation for the deaf. Also, we are indebted to the
support we continue to receive from Workerslife Management
Services.

We thank our Board for the ever-present support and guidance. We
successfully rolled out programmes of Safer South Africa
Foundation, appointing Provincial Coordinators in seven provinces
and thus increasing our footprint. We significantly increased our
reach and impact. To date we have reached 73 schools and close
to 5000 learners. Also, plans to host the inaugural
#Youth4SaferSouthAfrica National Debate are at an advanced
stage. 

Furthermore, during the 2018/2019 period, we managed to grow our
outreach by 99%, with the number of learners increasing from 1062
to 3200. The number of schools involved increased from 21 over a
four-year period to 31 this year. Even more pleasing, is the positive
feedback we receive from learners, educators, and school
governing bodies, and more importantly, from parents about how
their children have changed for the better. 

It therefore gives me great pleasure to welcome our new provincial
coordinators. We look forward to their contribution. Pleased as we
are with this excellent progress, the truth of the matter is that we
have only begun to scratch the surface.

GEN. RIAH PHIYEGA

CEO:  Safer  South Afr ica
Foundat ion

"WITHOUT CONTINUAL"WITHOUT CONTINUAL"WITHOUT CONTINUAL

GROWTH AND PROGRESS,GROWTH AND PROGRESS,GROWTH AND PROGRESS,

WORDS SUCH ASWORDS SUCH ASWORDS SUCH AS

IMPROVEMENT,IMPROVEMENT,IMPROVEMENT,

ACHIEVEMENT,  ANDACHIEVEMENT,  ANDACHIEVEMENT,  AND

SUCCESS HAVE NOSUCCESS HAVE NOSUCCESS HAVE NO

MEANING.”MEANING.”MEANING.”    

BENJAMIN FRANKLINBENJAMIN FRANKLINBENJAMIN FRANKLIN

The problem is much bigger, deeper and widespread as more and more children are exposed to violence at
home, at school and generally within their communities. It requires commitment and an indefatigable spirit.

In this regard, the words of our former president and global icon, Nelson Mandela, are true. He once urged us to
always remember that "we owe our children – the most vulnerable citizens in any society – a life free from
violence and fear."
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To ensure this, we must be tireless in our efforts. ”Going forward, we take
these words to heart as we are now faced with a challenge of a different
nature. At the time of compiling this report, humanity is facing a crisis of
monumental proportions. The COVID-19 has led to the shutting down of
schools as one of the measures to control its spread. However, this positive
and proactive measure has resulted in unintended negative consequences.

Within the first week of children being at home, the Minister of Police
announced that 87000 reports of gender-based violence complaints were
received. In all likelihood, these skirmishes took place in full view of children
or even involved them as victims. It is heartrending that we are unable to

MESSAGE  FROM  
CEO  CONTINUED
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"WE OWE OUR CHILDREN –

THE MOST VULNERABLE

CIT IZENS IN ANY SOCIETY

– A L IFE FREE FROM

VIOLENCE AND FEAR."

NELSON MANDELA

intervene as we normally would. However, I know that one of our partners in what we do; the South African
Police Service is tackling this scourge.

In 2020, we hope to expand our footprint to the two remaining provinces, Mpumalanga and Northern Cape. As
we grow, we need more financial resources to service our growing programmes. It is for this reason that
fundraising has become a key strategic focus area for action. We have developed a bold and compelling
agenda for the Safer South Africa Foundation Research Institute. Next year, our focus will be on mobilising
resources to implement our research plan.

We moved to the new SSAF offices in Centurion, Tshwane. The SSAF team is energised and working extremely
hard. I am proud to lead a team of highly committed and enthusiastic colleagues. The team is alive to the fact
that the task at hand is enormous. Despite this, we remain committed to our mantra; #1starfish@atime

We commit to do our best to give the youths we engage an opportunity to make informed and better choices to
live a safe, secure and peaceful lives. As a team, we remember, a tree is judged by the fruit it bears not the fruit
it claims or talks about.
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MS ANGIE MAKWETLA

Commissioner :  SAHRC

Ms Angie Makwetla is a Commissioner of the South African Human
Rights Commission. Commissioner Makwetla has extensive work and
business experience. She is also a seasoned entrepreneur having
ventured in the training business and Public Relations. She worked for
many years with the late Dr Aggrey Klaaste, managing the Soweto
Nation Building Programmes. 

She received various awards and recognition. She has served on many
Corporate and NGO Boards. She holds a BA (SW), a Management
Certificate from Arthur D Little Management School in Cambridge,
Massachusetts and an SMME Management Certificate from Galilee
College in Israel. She joined the Board in 2020.

DR. TSHENUWANI FARISANI
Chairman:  SSAF

Dr Tshenuwani Farisani is the Chairperson of the Foundation. He
obtained his junior and senior degrees from UNISA. He has a PhD from
Graduate Theological Union and University of California in the USA. He
was extensively involved in the liberation struggle and was detained
several times. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission recognised him
as a victim of Apartheid. He was President of the Black Peoples
Convention. He served in the first democratic government from 1994 to
2010. 

He has served as Chancellor in two Further Education and Training
colleges in Limpopo. He has authored three books and was involved in
numerous international documentaries. Dr Farisani is a prominent faith-
based leader.  He joined the Board in 2012.

MR AZWIHANGWISI NESENGANI

Department of  Correctional
Services (DCS)

Mr Azwihangwisi Nesengani has served in policy development and
monitoring. He served at the Secretariat for Safety and Security, as the
Deputy Director.  He joined Correctional Services as the Deputy
Director. He was promoted to Director: Community Liaison, a position
he holds to date. He established the first half way house in South
Africa. Nesengani has worked in various fields of social work including
health and corrections. 

His work in the mobilisation of rural communities earned him recognition
that led to his invitation to serve at the national level in policy
development and monitoring.  He coordinates the participation of
NPOs in the reintegration of offenders. He has completed course work
on the Masters Degree in Public Administration with the University of
Pretoria. He joined the Board in 2012.
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GEN. RIAH PHIYEGA

CEO: SSAF

General Riah Phiyega is CEO of Safer South Africa Foundation. She is
a retired General of the South African Police Service.  She is past
Group Executive for ABSA, Transnet Limited and the National Ports
Authority. She was Head of the Transnet Foundation. She has served on
numerous Boards and Commissions and University Councils. 

She was Chairperson of the SOE Review Committee. She holds a BA
(SW); BA (Hons); MA(SS); Post Graduate Diploma in Business
Administration Wales Cardiff. Executive development programmes -
University of Singapore and Wharton University, Pennsylvania, US;
Coaching for Development Certificate - Centre for Coaching GSB
UCT. She joined the Board in 2018.

BRIG. PALESA OLIPHANT
SAPS

MR RONNY MKHWANAZI

Corporate & Trade Lawyer

MS BUYI MBAMBO
Social  Worker & Consultant

Ms Buyi Mbambo is a Social Worker and Independent Consultant. She
has over 30 years’ experience working with children, youth, families and
communities in South Africa. She has extensive experience in
promoting human rights and social justice, community development,
policy reforms and training. She advised the Minister of Social
Development on Young People at Risk. She worked for UNICEF and for
the UNDP. Ms MS Mbambo consulted in the criminal justice system. 

She was Project Director at AQUITY Innovations Health and Social
Services in South Africa and SADC. She  holds the following degrees: 
 BA SW; BA Honours (Psychology);  B Honours (Social Work); Diploma
Human Resource Management; MA SS (Social Development)
Certificate In Project Management  Regenesys School of Public
Management. She joined the Board in 2020.

Mr Ronny Mkhwanazi is a Corporate and Trade Lawyer. He has over 18
years’ experience in the legal profession and business. He was Vice-
President of the SRC at the University of Pretoria. He holds a B. Proc
Law from the University of Pretoria. He was awarded the Nelson
Mandela Scholarship to study at the in the United Kingdom in 1998. He
obtained a Masters of Law: International Business Law at the University
of Manchester. 

He was subsequently admitted to the Attorneys Profession in South
Africa in 2001 after he completed his articles. He is a specialist in
commercial and corporate law at Mkhwanazi Incorporated. He is a
Director of numerous companies. He joined the Board in 2020.

Brigadier Palesa Oliphant joined the South African Police Force in 1984.
Prior to this, she was a private school teacher.  In 1992, Brigadier
Oliphant attained a Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice (University of
North West) and in 2008 a Bachelor’s Degree (Hons) in Management
(HRD) from Southern
Business School. 

Brigadier Oliphant holds a variety of policing qualifications spanning
her illustrious a diverse career with the South African Police Service,
culminating with her appointment in 2005 as Brigadier:  Section Head -
Community Police Partnerships. She joined the Board in 2012.

SAFER SOUTH AFRICA FOUNDATION
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MR NHLANHLA SHABANGU

SPECIAL PROJECTS MANAGER

MS JABU SISHUBA   

CONSULTING DIRECTOR

PROGRAMMES

MS SHEILA MOERANE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE MANAGER

MR GODFREY MONENE

COMMUNICATION MANAGER

MR WALTER MASHIYA  

DIRECTOR OUTREACH

HEAD  OFFICE  TEAM

PROVINCIAL  TEAM

MR PHUTI SETATI

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

LIMPOPO

MR PHUMZA NYAWUZA

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

KWAZULU-NATAL

MS NOMONDE SCOTT

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

WESTERN CAPE

MS CLAUDETTE VAN ZYL

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

EASTERN CAPE

MR PITSO MEREKO

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

FREE STATE

MS EDNA MAMONYANE

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

GAUTENG 

MS IRENE RAMATISA

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

NORTH WEST

OUR  
PEOPLE

SAFER SOUTH AFRICA FOUNDATION
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BISHOP GICKS MOYANE

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR

MPUMALANGA
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75% of the positions in the structure were activated during 2019. 
25% of the remaining positions will be activated in the new year.
There are two vacancies that are not activated – the Provincial Coordinators for Northern Cape
and Mpumalanga.

NOTES

CEO

Provincial
Coordinators X7

Consulting
Director

Programme

Director
Outreach

Communication
and Marketing

Manager

Special Projects
Manager

Executive Office
Manager

Finance and
Administration

Board of
Directors

Provincial
Northern Cape

Vacant

Outsourced

ActiveProvincial
Mpumalanga
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Formation of an independent foundation to
focus on collaboration and partnerships to drive
community safety in South Africa

PURPOSE

South Africa – a safer place to live, learn, work,

play and rest

VISION

To help build safe, confident and empowered
communities

MISSION
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COMMUNITIES
AND JUSTICE
PROGRAMME

Youth for
Safer SA
Debates

SSAF
Research
Institute

SSAF
Walk/Run
for Safety
Awareness

SSAF
Community
Dialogues

Youth4SaferSouthAfrica Debates

Community Dialogues

Awareness Campaigns

Policy Research and Advocacy

Security Cluster School Crime Prevention - CJP

The year under review has been a steep learning
curve as we simultaneously rolled out SSAF
programmes to 7 provinces.  7 Provincial
Coordinators were appointed in the following
provinces:

OPERATIONAL
REPORT

SAFER SOUTH AFRICA FOUNDATION
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GOAL

 Mpumalanga and Northern Cape are outstanding.
 
With more hands on deck, our capacity to achieve the
goals set for the year under review was enhanced.
Access to more schools in various parts of the country
was improved.

OUR  FOCUS  AREAS

Five programmatic pillars undergird SSAF operations:
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Human Resources

Office Premises

Communities and Justice Programme (CJP)
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Silent Walk Crime Awareness Campaign

Safer South Africa Research Institute

Governance
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The period under review was productive for Safer South Africa Foundation in terms of communication. The
appointment of the Provincial Coordinators assisted the Foundation to reach more schools and more learners.
We managed to expand our stakeholder network, getting into Provincial Safety Forums and being involved in
crime prevention programmes offered by other like-minded organisations in local communities. 

The communication report seeks to provide feedback to our stakeholders, partners, funders and peer
organisations on how we pursued our vision and goals. We continue to maintain the SSAF mandate to help build
safer, shared and confident communities by ensuring that our voice is heard. In this way, we are doing our best
our ensure issues of crime prevention at schools and ways of reducing youth involvement in criminality are top of
the national agenda. Below are some of the highlights from the provinces and head office.

GAUTENG

23 August 2019 
Gauteng Provincial Coordinator Ms Edna
Mamonyane at an interview with SAFM, a
national radio station highlighting her
appointment as Gauteng Provincial
Coordinator.

05 June 2019
Ms Edna Mamonyane interview with Unisa
Radio Station to discuss the Communities
and Justice Programme and the two
schools she had selected to work with.

09 October 2019
Ms Edna Mamonyane was on Democracy
Gauge on SABC Channel 404 to discuss the
impact of substance abuse in school and how
SSAF is combating school violence.

FREE STATE

28 May 2019
The Free State Provincial Coordinator Mr Pitso
Mereko had an interview with the ROCK FM, a
Provincial Radio Station that broadcast from
Welkom. The interview was about the Safer
South Africa Foundation implementing the
Communities and Justice Programme at
schools in Bronville.

29 January 2019 
Free State Provincial Coordinator Mr Mereko
had an interview with The ROCK FM based in
Welkom profiling his appointment at SSAF and
about his move from previously being a
Principal.
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02 May 2019
The Foundation was profiled in Vista
newspaper for its new partnership with the
Banking Association of South Africa.

16 February 2019
Learners encouraged to follow their dreams
through participation in crime prevention
programmes. The SSAF education and
awareness programme aim to create
ambassadors in the fight against crime.
Vista newspaper profile the SSAF.

31 January 2019
Vista newspaper published an article focusing
on the commencement of the CJP in Orion
High School and Lenakeng.

06 September 2019
North West Provincial Coordinator Ms Irene
Ramatisa had an interview with The Star
radio station to discuss her appointment at
the SSAF.

25 January 2020
The North West Provincial Coordinator Mrs
Irene Ramatisa had an interview on The Star
radia to discuss the outburst of school
violence in her province and the plans the
Foundation has in response.

NORTH WEST

13 February 2019
Western Cape Provincial Coordinator Ms
Nomonde Scott had an interview with Radio
Zibonele about her journey from being an
advocate to her appointment in the SSAF.

WESTERN CAPE

10 April 2019
Western Cape Provincial Coordinator Ms
Scott had an interview with Bush radio. The
interview was set to discuss the upcoming
plans for the new schools and the newly
added partner the Banking Association.

4 April 2019
Safer South Africa Foundation was featured
in the Cape Argus newspaper. The title was
taken from the SSAF CEOs speech –
delivered on the occasion of the
Communities and Justice Programme Award
Ceremony “Children are Citizens too”.
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31 January 2019
Eastern Cape Provincial Coordinator – Ms
Claudette van Zyl had an interview with Izwe
Lethemba FM to discuss her retirement from the
Correctional Service and her appointment to SSAF

EASTERN CAPE

25 April 2019
SSAF Director Community Outreach Mr Walter
Mashiya and Eastern Cape Provincial Coordinator
Ms Claudette van Zyl had an interview at Izwe
Lethemba FM to discuss the CJP Award Ceremony.

15 August 2019
Learners from the 1st two schools that participated
in the CJP were interviewed at Izwe Lethamba FM
to discuss their experience through the
programme.

5 February 2019
Daily Dispatch profiled the Eastern Cape CJP
session to push safety in schools. The Profile
received good reviews and managed to reach the
Provincial Mass.

7 February 2019
SSAF had an article written about how the
foundation provides a platform for Anti-Crime.
The Go Express Newspaper in the Eastern Cape
emphasised how the Foundation plays a role in
the crime prevention space by bringing together
strategic stakeholders from the Criminal Justice
System to promote awareness and understanding
of the implications of committing a crime.

LIMPOPO

27 February 2019
Bonus newspaper published an article profiling the
Safer South Africa Foundation commencement of
the Communities and Justice Programme in the
Province.
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HEAD OFFICE COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS INITIATIVES

28 SEPTEMBER 201909 AUGUST 2019 NewzRoom Africa 2019 Silent Walk  SABC Channel 404

02 July 2019 ENCA

08 August 2019 NewzRoom Akrica

09 September 2019 Power FM

10 September 2019 The Star

01 July 2019 Pretoria News

27 August 2019 Sowetan

Numerous radio interviews were done telephonically with the Chief Executive
Officer.

The podcasts are on our website.

05 September 2019
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Profile Visits

In 2019 we continued to enhance the Foundation's social media communication. Use of the various social media platforms has in recent
times been given increased attention. Each social media platform requires a content mix and frequency that matches the expectations of
the Foundation's audience. The following is the Foundation's social media analysis for Twitter and Facebook during 2019.

TWITTER

New Followers

Page Likes

FACEBOOK

New Followers
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COMMUNITIES  AND  JUSTICE
PROGRAMME  (CJP )

Learners are educated about roles of the various law enforcement
practitioners (police, traffic, prosecutors, court officials, correctional
services and human rights practitioners).
The sessions are tutored by the various law enforcement officials.
Educators in the schools are an essential part of the programme as
they are the school platform owners. In addition, they offer
coordination services for the programme in the school and
collaborates with the SSAF Coordinator. The school is the primary link
between the CJP stakeholders, parents and the community.
Learners interact face-to-face with the law enforcement agents
achieving enhancement of trust and confidence in the criminal justice
system.
Learners  are taught about their individual rights and responsibilities in
as far as their interaction with the law enforcement agents are
concerned.
Learners get the opportunity to generate ideas on how safety and
security can be improved in the school and the community.
In addition to the lectures, learners are given dedicated experiential
learning in some of the platforms in the security cluster value chain
such as:

What the programme focuses on:

Empowering communities to understand the functioning of the South
African criminal justice system and how the law enforcement agencies
execute their duties;
Building community awareness around how collaboration and
partnership can be forged with the law enforcement agencies in
crime prevention;
Creating a platform for youth to have face-to-face interaction with
law enforcement practitioners in order to improve relationships, foster
trust and confidence between communities and the criminal justice
system; 
Promoting constitutionalism and human rights by improving
understanding of individual rights and obligations: 
Encouraging participation in community-based crime prevention
initiatives; and
Promoting financial inclusion education – teaching learners how to
make money legally and spend it wisely.

The CJP is a community-based crime prevention initiative of Safer South
Africa Foundation and is aimed at achieving the following:

The programme has been offered since 2012. It is thus a tried and tested
programme which has become the SSAF’s blueprint for youth crime
prevention. The programme is delivered by law-enforcement agencies
from the South African criminal justice cluster departments and
organisations (South African Police Service, Traffic/Metro Police, NPA,
Magistracy and Correctional Services, the South African Human Rights
Commission and the Banking Association South Africa). 
 
To date, the CJP has been successfully implemented in seven provinces,
reaching seventy-three (73) schools and reaching close to five thousand
(5,000) learners.
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08 07 06 05

01 04

The SSAF Provincial Coordinators organise and ensure roll-out of the 11 sessions. With the help of the school,
parents are engaged and informed of the programme. Their involvement and permission is crucial. The CJP
sessions are held at the school venue except where specified.

The following sessions are offered after school:
1 session SSAF Coordinator pre-programme briefing session involving all teachers and the selected learners.
2 sessions are allocated to the South African Police Service.
1 session by the Metro Police/Traffic Department.
2 sessions by National Prosecution Authority, including a visit to the Magistrates court for a mock trial.
2 sessions by the Department of Correctional Services, including a visit to the nearest correctional facility for
experiential learning.
1 session is allocated to the South African Human Rights Commission for constitutional and rights education.
1 session is allocated to the Banking Association South Africa, offering the Star Saver Programme.
1 session with SSAF Coordinator to facilitate the final evaluation session. 
 
The teaching methodology is in the form of lectures and presentations by the tutors who are officials from the
various security cluster agencies. Role-play and simulations to illustrate processes such as the arrest process
forms part of the teaching.  Time is allocated for questions and answers. At the end of the programme,
participating learners are invited to write an essay reflecting on their learnings and making recommendations on
what steps the school and the community can do to fight crime. A few essays are selected for awarding of
prizes. An Award Ceremony is held to celebrate conclusion of the CJP.
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Learners visit the Magistrates-Court and spend a day observing how the court functions.
Learners visit a correctional service centre. They are exposed to the workings of the correctional centre.
They get the opportunity to be addressed by an incarcerated youth offenders who teach them about the
dangers and consequences of committing crime.

The sequence of lectures follows the crime processing value chain:

OTHER LIFE SKILLS
SERVICE PROVIDER

HUMAN RIGHTS
COMMISSION

CORRECTIONAL
SERVICES

DOJ COURT SYSTEM
MAGISTRACY

DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

SOUTH AFRICAN
POLICE STATION

NATIONAL
PROSECUTING

AUTHORITY

METRO/ TRAFFIC
POLICE

03

02

Criminal justice value chain

The chain includes 2 experiential visits - a day in Court and a day at the correctional service Centre.
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OUR  FOOTPRINT

Gauteng

School Name Term

Kwa-Thema  Skil l  School 3

Western Cape

School Name Term

Khayamnandi  High

School

Mfuleni  High  School  

Manzomthombo  High

School

Bloekombos  Secondary

School

Wallacedene  Secondary

School

1

2

2

3

3

North West

School Name Term

Nkang–Mahlale

Secondary  School

New-Vision  Secondary

School

Ramotshere  High  School

Kanana  Secondary

School  

Matlhaleng  Secondary

School

Vaal  Reefs  Technical

School   

1

1

1

2

3

3

Free State

School Name Term

Orion  High  School

Lenakeng  Technical

School  

Welkom  Secondary

School  

Lebohang  Secondary

School

Phehello  Secondary

School

1

1

2

3

3

Eastern Cape

School Name Term

John  Bisseker  School

Alphendale  Secondary

School

Greenpoint  High  School  

Ebenezer  Majombozi

High  School  

East  London  Secondary

School

Baysvi l le  School  of  Skil ls

1

1

2

2

3

3

KwaZulu-Natal

School Name Term

Mcushwa  Secondary

School

Sikanisweni  Secondary

School

Gcwalulwazi  High  School  

Ubambiswano  High

School

Harding  Secondary

School

Sehole  Combined  School

1

1

2

2

3

3

Limpopo

School Name Term

Tlakale  Mashashane

Commercial  School

Molautsi  Secondary

School

1

1

Names of schools and provinces reached during 2019

Limpopo

North West

Eastern Cape

Western Cape

Free State

Kwazulu-Natal

Gauteng
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Since the launch of the Criminal Justice Programme (CJP) in 2013, most of
the activities were based in Gauteng, within the districts of Sedibeng,
Ekurhuleni North, Johannesburg Central, East and West, Tshwane South
and West. The delivery of the programme was executed from Safer South
Africa Foundation’s (SSAF) head office. 

In April 2019, a new Provincial Coordinator, Ms Edna Mamonyane was
appointed. She immediately started working on implementing the CJP at
Kwa-Thema Skills School of Specialisation. 

The school is based in Ekurhuleni and caters for learners with special
educational needs (LSEN) who have mild to moderate intellectual
disabilities. The aim of the school is to address the skills shortage in our
country by offering a technical occupational curriculum that includes
practical and theoretical learning.

Kwa-Thema Police Station deployed Constable P.N. Malobola while
Ekurhuleni Metro Police was represented by Superintendent Faith
Buthelezi. National Prosecuting Authority availed Advocate Twala while
Rankotsane Mothapo represented Correctional Services. Mr. Clement
Maphalala, the principal of Kwa-Thema Skills School, appointed Ms
Thandiwe Sibeko as the school coordinator. They both provided support
and encouragement.

Considering that these are learners with special needs, it was expected
that the essay writing assessment might prove challenging for the learners.
However, it turned out to be one of the major highlights of implementing
the CJP at the school. All the 80 learners participating in the programme
wrote and submitted their essays. They were proud of their achievement.
The programme participants were a combination of year 2 and 3 learners
(the school does not subscribe to the grade system).

The CJP hosted the awards ceremony for programme participants. The
South African Human Rights Commission was represented by Ms B
Makwetla as the guest speaker. Commissioner Makwetla’s message
centred on children’s rights and human rights in our country. He also
encouraged those in attendance to study and understand our constitution
better as this will provide much-needed information about human rights
and children’s rights.

GAUTENG
PROVINCE
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1. Siphesihle Nxumalo

2. Nkosinathi Sithole

3. Fortune Khanye

Essay competition winners Position

1. Kapemba Fulunga

2. Tegra Keyembe

3. Alletra Mabunda

Essay competition winners Position

Learners wrote essays to share their programme experience. The following were recognised as top achievers:

Kwa-Thema Skills School
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MANZOMTHOMBO HIGH SCHOOL

Presentations to the learners often elicit wide ranging emotions such as laughter,
fear and pain. At Manzomthombo, the presentation by SAPS led to a rather
emotive discussion on how learners can deal with difficult and painful matters
that bother them. Sargent Matyhobeni and Captain Miti said under such
circumstances, learners should confide in someone who is older and trustworthy.
They impressed upon learners that being silent makes them suffer alone. 

At the end of the session, the provincial coordinator Ms Nomonde Scott found
out that one of the learner was heading up a family. Their parents had left them
and they where staying in a  dilapidated house.

WESTERN
CAPE

KHAYAMANDI AND MFULENI HIGH SCHOOLS

The CPJ received support from various parties who make delivery of the
programme possible. Recognition must be given to the selflessness and
commitment displayed by Ms Nolubabalo Mahlasela, Ms Nomonde Gxilishe of
Khayamnadi High School and Ms Nosicelo Vakala and Mr Mlotywa of Mfuleni
High School.

These men and women ensured that the team working on implementing the CJP
at their respective schools received assistance. They made sure there was a
suitable venue and ensured leaner participation. In the same breath, Mr Paul
Oliver, the assistant chief of traffic in the Cape Metropole also assisted by
availing ten traffic officers to make presentation to the learners.  It turned out
that random alcohol testing was a favourite with the learners.

Western Cape Province

During the period under review, the Criminal Justice Programme (CJP) was
introduced to the Western Cape. The CJP was successfully implemented at five
(5) schools affecting 240 learners. The five schools have a combined population
of approximately 6000 learners and 200 teachers.  

The schools where the programme was implemented are Khayamandi, Mfuleni,
Manzomthombo, Bloekombos and Wallacedene. Khayamandi is situated in an
informal settlement just outside Stellenbosch while Mfuleni and Manzomthombo
are located near the sprawling Khayalitsha township. Both Bloekombos and
Wallacedene are in Cape Town’s northern suburb of Kraaifontein. All these
schools are ranked quintile 2 in terms of the Department of Basic Education’s
grading and poverty index system.
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In this area where Bloekombos and Wallcedene are located, school violence has reached disturbing levels.
Learners attack each other based on the area in which they live and school they attend.  For example, a day
before the 2019 CJP award ceremony that was held in Wallacedene, a learner from Bloekombos stabbed a
learner from Wallacedene. As a result, Bloekombos learners did not want to attend the ceremony. The SSAF
provincial coordinator had to secure the services of taxis to ferry the learners to Bloekombos to ensure the
safety and security of the learners.

For some reason, a learner did not show up for the appointment. A week later, it was reported that the learner
attempted to commit suicide by drinking 50 epilepsy tablets. She revealed that her father was sexually abusing
her and she had reached a point where she did not want to live anymore. The matter was immediately reported
to the police and a case of rape was opened. She shared her traumatic experiences with other learners at the
award ceremony. She did this to ensure that learners speak out against abuse perpetrated by relatives or any
other community member. The necessary steps were also taken by the school’s social worker to ensure that the
learner receives proper counselling.

Before

Moved by the children’s suffering and indignity, the Provincial Coordinator sprung into action. Within weeks,
resources to build the learner a suitable home were assembled. Several people assisted; Mr Mark Seale from the
University of the Western Cape for providing the children with mattresses, Ms Xoliswa Nkala who provided two
beds, a study desk and chair. SSAF is grateful for their support. Below are the before and after pictures of the
children’s house.

After

BLOEKOMBOS AND WALLACEDENE SECONDARY SCHOOLS

1. Zintle Nqamani

2. Tania Kahleni

3. Odwa Gatyeni

Essay competition winners Position

881. Asive  Fihlani

2. Anda Galeni

3. Asive Saleni

Essay competition winners Position

Bloekombos Wallacedene

1. Viwe Mkhohlakali

2. Anga Khatshwa

3. Lusanda Veyishile

Essay competition winners Position

Manzomthombo

1. Olona Kalimashe

2. Siphesihle Titimane

3. Amanda Mwezeni

Essay competition winners Position

1. Onako Mvambi 

2. Anathi Cinde

3. Onela Malgas

Essay competition winners Position

Khayamandi Mfuleni
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701. Asemanie Mqulo

2. Lerato Matsoso

3. Relebohang Modukanele

Essay competition winners
GRADE 8 -9

Position

901. Tshepang Mocamo

2. Mpho Swarts

3. Dewanley Bester

Essay competition winners
GRADE 10 -11

Position

981. Samuel Mohale

2. Sebongile Mashinini

3. Teboho Yekiso

Essay competition winners
GRADE 8 -9

Position

901. Mamotosi Staitai

2. Keneilwe Sefenya

3. Vuyani Gungxeka

Essay competition winners Position

881. Mavika Nomthandazo

2. Katlego Seloane

3. Rethabile Rakoti

Essay competition winners Position

981. Mosa Thibakhoana

2. Neo Phejane

3. Dimakatso Mokgotsi

Essay competition winners Position

Towards the end of 2018, the Criminal Justice Programme (CJP) was introduced to various stakeholders including
the Department of Basic Education in Free State Province. This was to lay the foundation for rolling out the
programme in 2019 following the appointment of Mr Pitso Mereko as Provincial Coordinator.

During the 2019 period under review, the CJP was implemented at five schools, reaching a total of 255 learners.
All the five schools are in Lejweleputswa District Municipality, in the north western part of Free State province.

During the first term, the programme was implemented at Lenakeng Technical and Orion schools. At each
school, 40 learners attended. Lenakeng Technical School has 589 learners with 26 Educators. The 40 learners
that were chosen to be part of the programme participated enthusiastically during the workshops and asked
pertinent questions.

Learners also went for experiential learning at the Odendaalsrus Correctional Centre. Some of them were
shocked to meet people they know but had not seen in a long time as they were serving time. Hearing stories of
the harsh prison life convinced some of the learners to change their attitude about being involved in criminality.

Orion School has 485 learners with 35 educators. The school nominated 40 learners to participate in the CJP.
They visited the Virginia Correctional Centre as part of their learning and engaged with inmates and
correctional officials. Learners wrote an essay to share their experiences with the programme. The following
were recognised as top achievers:

FREE  STATE
PROVINCE
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WELKOM SECONDARY LEBOGANG SECONDARY   SCHOOL

LENAKENG TECHNICAL ORION SCHOOL PHEHELLO SECONDARY SCHOOL

WELKOM SECONDARY
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An award ceremony was held at Hephzibah Ministries in Bronville.  Councillor Vicky Morris was the guest speaker
said that they are disturbed by the level of violence in Bronville which involves the youth in the Community. He
applauded the fact that the implementation of the programme in Broville will bring positive results and that it
was for the first time that all Partners in the Criminal Justice System converged under the same roof. 

Mr Thabang Kheswa from SAHRC emphasised the importance of the CJP and wished that this programme could
be implemented in other districts.  Warrant Officer Wangra explained how the CJP had assisted in bringing
stability at schools and around Bronville.

Having observed the success of the programme in changing the mindset
and attitude of learners at Lenakeng and Orions school, Lejweleputswa
Community Safety Forum invited SSAF to implement the CJP at Welkom
Secondary. Therefore, during the second term, Welkom Secondary School
enrolled 90 learners made up of 45 Grade 8 and 9 and 45 Grade 10 and
11 learners. The school is battling with gangsterism and drug abuse,
among other things. No wonder the District Director, Mr Shabangu did
not hesitate to agree to a request to implement the programme at
Welkom Secondary School.
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The learners went on an experiential learning trip to Welkom and Odendaalsrus Magistrates courts as well as
Virginia Correctional Services Centre. The aim was to expose them to the inner workings of the criminal justice
system. It is within this context that gratitude must be extended to the Department of Correctional Services for
its unwavering support particularly during unrests in Bronville that disrupted some of our workshops.

Two officials from Odendaalsrus Correctional Centre and two officials from Virginia Correctional Centre were
inspirational in imparting valuable information to learners.  The inmates shared their real-life stories with learners
and the reasons for their incarceration.  Stories about life in prison shocked learners. 

The Department of Justice provided a career guidance session for learners who visited Welkom Magistrates
Court.  Mr Phaladi Shuping, the Provincial spokesperson of NPA played a leading role in coordinating the court
visits.

During the third term, the programme was implemented at Lebohang and Phehello secondary schools with 45
and 40 learners attending the programme at each school respectively. Lebogang is the oldest Secondary
School in Thabong, Welkom, with 781 learners and 38 Educators. Similarly, Phehello Secondary is the oldest
secondary school in Kutloanong, Odendaalsrus, with 1 225 learners and 45 educators.

In discussions with Lebogang school principal, Mrs Sefo, it was revealed that violence on school property is a
major issue facing the school. Learners bring dangerous weapons to school and some of the objects were
confiscated.
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In the North West Province, the Communities and Justice Programme (CJP) was
introduced in 2013 at Dirang Ka Natla Secondary School in Khuma as a pilot
project. Given its success, the programme was later expanded in 2018 with the
appointment of a full-time provincial coordinator, Ms Irene Ramatisa.

During the period under review, the programme reached 283 learners from the
Dr Kenneth Kaunda District. The district is situated in the southern part of the
North West, consisting of three local municipalities, namely: Matlosana, JB Marks
and Maquassi Hills. In addition, a special project was implemented at
Ramotshere High following the much-publicised death of a mathematics
teacher at the hands of a learner.  

Without doubt, most of the learners experience a life-changing moment when
they visit a correctional facility. Inmates talk to them about life in prison and
some of the things they could do to avoid ending up in jail. It is not a pleasant
experience and it often leaves the learners in a state of shock.

From a policing point of view, SAPS presentation by Sergeants Moletsane and
Ntshekang emphasised the police’s dependence on the community to support
them to successfully address criminal activity. They told learners that the police
are not enemies of the community, but they are there to help and to protect
them. Some of the enquiries from learners included the long time the police
often take to respond to emergency complaints or attend to crime scenes.
Understaffing and vehicle shortage were cited as the main reasons for this all-
too-common complaint.

During the first school term, the programme was rolled out at Nkang-Mahlale
Secondary, situated in Jouberton Township, and New-Vision Secondary in
Klerksdorp. 

NORTH  WEST
PROVINCE
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871. Choche Oratile

2.  Jaas Zanele

3.  Seloma Mosia

Essay competition winners Position

681. Koketso Saudi

2. Thembi Rens

3. Thulaganyo Mokgabale

Essay competition winners Position

At Kanana Secondary, situated in Kanana Township within the Matlosana Municipality, the CJP was introduced
during the second term.  The school’s principal, Ms Malope, reported that discipline and criminal conduct were
some of the huge problems facing the school. Learners smoke dagga on the school premises. Kanana is an
impoverished area, with most adults unemployed. Therefore, most learners cannot afford basics such as school
uniform and shoes.

Physical abuse is so common such that in one instance, we came across a learner who had to be moved to a
safe place after it was found that the parents were abusive. Whenever the CJP is implemented, the school
appoints coordinators. In this case, Ms Kaibe and Mr Skhosana helped a lot with logistics and ensuring learners
attended the sessions.

To mark the end of the programme, an awards ceremony was held. The guest speaker was Advocate Sekoadi
from the NPA. He used the event to dispel one of the commonly held myths that children who commit serious
offences will not be jailed. He reminded the learners that as children, they should focus on education and not
crime, because if caught, they will not be treated like children but as adults and be prosecuted. Speaking at the
same event, a representative from the Basic Department of Education, Ms Seokolo, acknowledged the
importance of collaboration between the community, teachers, school management and learners as the most
effective way of addressing challenges within schools.

New Vision Secondary School Nkang – Mahlale Secondary
School

801. Moremi Jeanet

2. Felicia Nomqolo

3. Dominic Rapuleng

Essay competition winners Position

721. John Asemahle

2. Fezile Mbondi

3. Koni Asange

Essay competition winners Position

Matlhaleng Secondary School Vaal Reefs Technical High

891. Speelman Queen

2. Angelina Chofu

3. Lydia Sikhisana

Essay competition winners Position

Kanana Secondary School A

She commended all the different role-players involved in the implementation of the CJP and encouraged
teachers, especially the young ones who have recently joined the Department, to appreciate that teaching in
some of the impoverished areas is difficult but if the challenges are well managed, it comes with a huge sense
of satisfaction in the end.

During the third term, the CJP was implementing at Matlhaleng Secondary in Kanana Township and Vaal Reefs
Technical High, which is Muzimuhle Township. Both schools are in Matlosana Municipality.

Matlhaleng Secondary is well-known for its gangster activities. With no proper access control due to lack of
adequate fencing, gangsters get in and out of the school as they wish. At Vaal Reefs Technical High, the
situation has deteriorated to a level where learners sell drugs at school. To implement the programme, the
school principals at both schools appointed Ms Mayekiso for Matlhaleng Secondary as well as Ms Irene
Dikgwele and Ms Tshabalala for Vaal Reefs Technical.
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831. Nhlapo Karabo

2. Mathe Kefilwe

3. Setjhaba Khanye

Essay competition winners Position

Kanana Secondary School B
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N/A

At the sixth school, the leadership of SSAF intervened at Ramotshere High School in Zeerust, North West
Province. The school is located within Ramotshere Moiloa Local Municipality, which is part of Ngaka Modiri
Molema District Municipality. The school is a section 21 school classified under quintile 3 of the Department of
Basic Education ranking scale. Since 2016, the school had 1030 learners served by 42 educators.

The intervention was necessitated by the fatal stabbing of a mathematics teacher at school, in full view of all
the other learners. There was a public outcry nationally for the Government to intervene and do something
regarding the safety of learners and teachers. In response, the Executive Committee of SSAF, led by its CEO
General (Retired) Riah Phiyega, decided to embark on a special CJP project to address the difficult situation at
the school. The decision was in line with SSAF’s vision of building safer communities, safer learning and working
environment and safer communities. 

The stabbing of a teacher by the learner shook the Ramotshere community, to an extent that the community was
seriously concerned about the safety of the teachers and children while some parents were considering
deregistering their children from the school opting to take them to other nearby schools. 

The stabbing incident prompted the North West Government MEC for Education to intervene. The school, in
conjunction with the community-based organisations, the traditional leaders, non-governmental organisations
such as SSAF put a plan together. 

1. Itumeleng Mothudi

2. Pholoso Elizabeth Radebe

3. Rethabile Rantsome

Essay competition winners Position
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The plan did not focus only on seeking justice for what the child perpetrator did, but also at finding solutions to
underlying social problems affecting the entire school and its surrounding communities.

Given the gruesome nature of the incident at Ramotshere and the impact it had on the community, the award
ceremony was a special occasion. It was attended by Ramotshere community leaders from faith-based
organisations, traditional leaders, local government, parents, members of the criminal justice cluster as well as
principals and school governing bodies from neighbouring schools.  

SPECIAL  PROJECT :  
RAMOTSHERE  HIGH  

Ramotshere winnersThe speakers gave rave reviews on the effectiveness of the
CJP and singled it out as the most simple and practical
programme that resonates with the practical solutions needed
to eradicate violence and crime prevalent in schools. Since
the implementation of the programme, the tense and often
violent situation in the school has ended.

Itumeleng Mothudi was also selected to speak as  learner
representative at the Award Ceremony
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The Communities and Justice Programme (CJP) was introduced in KwaZulu-
Natal (KZN) in 2016 through a pilot exercise at Hlamvana High School in
Esikhawini and Ubambiswano High School in Eshowe. Both towns of Esikhawini
and Eshowe are within the King Cetshwayo District Municipality, North-Eastern
part of KZN.
 
The success of the pilot project was given a boost with the appointment of Mr
Pumza Nyawuza in 2018 as KZN’s Provincial Coordinator. He immediately started
working on organising the next CJP session at six schools namely; Mcushwa
Secondary School, KwaXolo Traditional Authority at Margate, Sikanisweni
Secondary School, KwaMthimude Traditional Authority at Izingolweni,
Gcwalulwazi High School and Ubambiswano High School at Eshowe, Harding
Secondary School and Sehole Combined School at Harding. The CJP sessions
were executed successfully in 2019. 

The number of learners reached during the period under review was 240,
representing a 200% increase from the initial 80 impacted in 2016. 

KWAZULU-NATAL
PROVINCE
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Mcushwa and Sikanisweni secondary school, where the programme was rolled
out during the first term, are situated in a relatively poor community which is
predominately affected by crimes such as drug abuse, theft, gender-based
violence and housebreaking. Some of these crimes happened on school
property and around the school.
 
During the second term, the CJP was taken to Ubambiswano and Gcwalulwazi
High schools. Crimes such as drug abuse, theft, housebreaking and gender-
based violence are predominant around these schools. Most schools experience
the same crimes in their communities. Harding Secondary School and Sehole
Combined School received the CJP during the third term where crimes such as
alcohol and drug abuse are prevalent in the area.

Generally, learners enjoy practical demonstrations. For example, when the SAPS
lecturers from different police stations presented clear roles in maintaining law
and order, across all schools, learners found the demonstrations of how a
person is arrested fascinating. It is not something that they see often in real life.
So enthralled were the learners about policing and crime prevention that many
volunteered to join the SAPS Youth Desk and their local Community Policing
Forum.

EXECUTING THE PROGRAMME
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The award ceremony was an opportunity to keynote address delivered by Brigadier Bongani Sibiya of Port
Shepstone police station, Ugu Cluster. He gave the statistics of crime in the South Coast region.

He indicated that maintaining law and order needs the cooperation of the community adding that their work is
difficult because sometimes the community hides suspects and withdraw as witnesses. Brigadier Sibiya urged
the learners to refrain from all forms of criminal activities and to report if they suspect a crime. He reminded
the audience that crime prevention is the responsibility of all the citizens of the country.

The learner representative, Phumelele Cele of Mcushwa Secondary and Sebenza Mbuthuma of Sikanisweni
Secondary, presented very inspiring speeches. They said the programme was relevant in shaping their lives and
pledged to be the good ambassadors of SSAF, the schools and the community. Phumelele requested the
parents to support the children on their journey to adulthood.

At Ubambiswano and Gcwalulwazi High schools, the award ceremony for these two schools was planned to
coincide with the commemoration of the late former President of South Africa Nelson Mandela on 18 July 2019.

The keynote address was presented by Lieutenant Colonel Gugulakhe Ntombi Mzimela from Esikhawini police
station. She spoke about the behaviour of learners which is not acceptable in the community. She highlighted
the statistics of learners who are arrested because of criminal activities. She referred to drug abuse, assault,
theft and shoplifting.

N/A

N/A

1. Thanduxolo Chiliza

2. Sanelisiwe Khawula

3. Samkelisiwe Ndovela

Essay competition winners Position

1. Abenathi Jama

2. Lwandiso Jama

3. Hloniphile Mkhonde

Essay competition winners Position %

N/A1. Thanduxolo Tshangase

2. Prince Zulu

3. Mvelo Tshabangu

Essay competition winners Position

N/A

N/A

1. Owami Kunene

2. Khanyisele Buthelezi

3. Belinda Nkosi

Essay competition winners Score %

1. Clarissa Sucram

2. Nikkitha Mathokazi

3. Wandile Ngobese

Essay competition winners Score %

1. Sinoxolo Ntsinjana

2. Snethemba Nondonga

3. Ayanda Sikhosana

Essay competition winners Position
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AWARD CEREMONY

Mchushwa Secondary School Sikanisweni Secondary School Ubambiswano High School

Gcwalulwazi High School Harding Secondary School Sehole Combined School
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N/A1. Jaleel Cafrine

2. Zenande Ndleleni

3. Asive Mbaliso

Essay competition winners Position

N/A1. Khanya Roberts

2. Sethu Mhlamanzana

3. Lucrisha Booysen

Essay competition winners Position

The Criminal Justice Programme (CJP) was introduced in the Eastern Cape
following the appointment of Safer South Africa Foundation’s (SSAF) provincial
coordinator, Ms Claudette Van Zyl towards the end of 2018.

During the period under review, the CJP was implemented at six schools,
reaching 240 learners, in the Buffalo City Metropolitan area. The six schools
are: John Bisseker Senior Secondary, Alphendale Secondary, Greenpoint High,
East London Secondary, Ebenezer Majombozi High and Baysville School of
Skills. We wish to acknowledge the important role played by Mr Songca and Mr
Mrwebi from the Department of Basic Education who opened the doors for
SSAF and ensured that the CJP was included in the Safety Schools programme.

The schools have serious challenges due to their proximity to crime and poverty
ravaged informal settlements that are also gang infested.

During the first term, the CJP was implemented at John Bisseker and Alphendale
Secondary schools in collaboration with stakeholders. The learners
enthusiastically participated in the programme, leaving educators and parents
pleased with the resultant change in behaviour.

An award ceremony was held to acknowledge learners’ participation in the
programme. Mr Brian Fraser, from Clean Slate Organisation, was the guest
speaker at the event.

EASTERN  CAPE
PROVINCE
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John Bisseker School Alphendale Secondary School

The following are the top three performers in the essay writing assessment from
the two schools:
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N/A1. Axolile Mkhokele

2. .Sibablwe Ndiki

3.  Leymarko Jegels

Essay competition winners Position

N/A1. Lujiza Nkazimlo

2. Soshangane Bulela

3. Likhona Mlityalwa

Essay competition winners Position

N/A1. Sucram Clarissa

2. Mathokazi Nikkitha

3. Ngobese Wandile

Essay competition winners Position

1. Ntsinjana Sinoxolo

2. Nondonga Snethemba

3. Sikhosana Ayanda

Essays competition Position
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Ebrahim Barione from John Bisseker Secondary was nominated by other learners to deliver a speech at the
ceremony. He told the audience how enriching and educational the CJP was and highlighted the significance
of their visit to the Correctional facility and the East London Courts.

Mlibo Pame from Alphendale Secondary represented the school and shared his experience of the programme
with the audience, saying it was enriching and educational. During the second term, the CJP was implemented
at Greenpoint and Ebenezer Majombozi High schools. Each school nominated 40 learners from a learner
population of 1125 at Greenpoint and 1320 at Ebenezer Majombozi.

Both principals; Mr Jeremy Martin of Greenpoint High and Mr Pakade of Ebenezer Majombozi High were so
keen on the project that they wanted it implemented almost immediately. Mr A Wiltshire and Ms Pupuma were
appointed by the principals as school coordinators to manage the CJP implementation. 

Despite the initial significant drop in participating learners from 68 to 20 at Greenpoint High, the quick reaction
by Mr Martin saved the day. He appointed a second school coordinator, Ms Swanepoel, to assist. The CJP was
then rescheduled to commence in July.

Greenpoint High School Ebenezer Majombozi High Harding Secondary School

During the third term, the CJP was implemented at East London Secondary and Baysville School of skills. East
London Secondary School is situated in Braelyn suburb. It is a semi-urban area where drug abuse and violence
are rife and this problem has spilt over to the school. 

This was the primary reason for selecting the school. The local SAPS highlighted that they do regular drug tests
and have police dogs searching the premises for drugs and dangerous weapons. It was also indicated that
some of the girls were also found selling “dagga muffins” on the school premises. Baysville School of Skills  is a
special school with 582 learners. The school only offers grade 8 to grade 10.

Baysville School

Ethan Elliot from East London High confidently spoke about his experience in the programme and how he learned
about the CJS. Joze Zealand spoke on behalf of the Baysville School of skills and thanked SSAF for bringing the
programme to their school. He also mentioned the valuable information they learned about the CJS.

During the Provincial Coordinator’s initial interaction with Baysville School of Skills, the Deputy Principal, Ms Ivy
Hendricks, highlighted the various challenges she experienced; the high level of drug abuse, violence and
incidences of gender-based violence. An observation was that most learners come from poor socio-economic
backgrounds.
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The Communities and Justice Programme (CJP) was introduced in Limpopo
Province three years ago in Thohoyandou. During the period under review, the
programme was rolled out in Ga-Mashashane villages as well as Seshego
township, within the Capricorn District Municipality. The level of unemployment
and poverty in the area is high, with more than half of the District’s population
living in poverty. 

Consequently, crime in the area in fuelled by substance abuse and consists of
petty theft and occasional gang-inspired violence that spills over into the
schools. 

The implementation of the CJP was spearheaded by retired Lieutenant General
Celiwe Binta, following her appointment as provincial coordinator, at Tlakale
Mashashane Secondary, GaMatlala Combined and Molautsi Secondary.
Unfortunately, General Binta left the employ of Safer South Africa Foundation.
She was later replaced by retired Brigadier Phuti Setati.

LIMPOPO
PROVINCE
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Tlakale Mashashane Commercial High, a rural school on the outskirts of
Polokwane, recently made national and international headlines when two
groups of learners attacked each other with pangas on school grounds. It is this
type of violence, general ill discipline and substance abuse that has plagued
this school and others in the area.

After meeting with school management, 45 learners were enrolled into the
programme. Various partners SSAF works with participated in the workshops,
which culminate in the writing of an essay about what measures the learners
think needs to be put in place to address criminality in the school and
community.  At the end of the programme, a Certificate Award Ceremony was
convened to recognise all the learners who participated in the programme as
well as those who performed exceptionally well in their essay-writing exercise.

THE EXECUTION PHASE
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1. Chantelle Mashitatona

2. Agnes Mokonyane

3. Selekane Rampedi

Essay competition winners Position

1. Precious Photo

2. Manikie Netshiavha

3. Violet Malokana

Essay competition winners Position

Molautsi Secondary is also located just outside Polokwane. Some of the biggest problems at the schools
includes is gang violence, teenage pregnancy, substance abuse and bullying. Similarly, 45 learners were
selected to participate in the programme. 

As part of experiential learning, the learners visited a correctional facility. They experienced the trauma of being
exposed to the harsh realities of imprisonment. The learners not only bemoaned the harshness of the prison
environment they experienced, but were taken aback to learn that also, once an individual is imprisoned his
criminal record could affect his career opportunities adversely. The learners also expressed their appreciation
for the excellent facilitation role SSAF played to expose them to the work of the entire criminal justice system. 

All the learners at Molautsi Secondary who successfully completed the programme were invited to the Award
Ceremony together with their parents, guardians and the community leaders to receive their attendance
certificate. At the end of the CJP, learners were encouraged to participate in writing an essay. The National
Prosecuting Authority was tasked to mark the assignment and provide the Foundation with a list of the best
performers.

At the ceremony, learners spoke highly of the impact the CJP had on their lives. They said that their experiential
learning tours to the correctional facility and the Magistrates Court had opened their eyes and as such, they
would never want to find themselves on the wrong side of the law. The learners also showed appreciation for
the knowledge the South African Human Rights Commission imparted. They are no longer ignorant about their
rights and responsibilities as outlined in the Constitution. The lecture on the Constitution was a wakeup call for
learners to avoid negligent and irresponsible behaviour they thought was correct.  

They realised that they were labouring under an illusion that the Constitution confers them rights to do anything
without any obligations, and as such all of their unsavoury conduct was protected as they had rights to do as
pleased.

Tlakale Mashashane Commercial High
School

Molautsi Secondary School

Molautsi Secondary School

The following are the top three performers in the essay-writing assessment from the two schools:
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Directors Report

Audit Report

Statement of Financial Position

Statement of Profit or loss and Other
Comprehensive Income

Statement of Changes in Funds

Statement of Cash Flows

The report and statement set out below comprises the
annual financial statements presented to the members:
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GENERAL INFORMATION

South Africa
 
Non-profit company

Executive directors
MV Phiyega
 
Non-Executive directors
AA Nesengani
TS Farisanl
PM Oliphant
TS Thipanyane

Unit 28 Cambridge Office Park
5 Bauhinia Street
Highveld Techno Park Centurion
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Unit 28 Cambridge Office Park
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Popcru Trust founded in South Africa

These annual financial statements have
been reviewed in compliance with the
applicable requirement of the companies
Act 71 of 2008

These annual financial statements were
Independently compiled by : Dineo Manala

General Information
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The directors are required by the Companies Act 71 of 2008, to maintain
adequate accounting records and are responsible for the content and integrity
of the annual financial statements and related financial Information included
in this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the annual financial
statements fairly present the state of affairs of the company as at the end of
the financial year and the results of its operations and cash flows for the period
ended.

The annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standard for small and medium-sized Entities
and the Companies Act 71 of 2008 and are based upon appropriate accounting
policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable and prudent
judgements and estimates.

The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of
internal financial control established by the company and place considerable
importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To enable the
directors to meet these responsibilities, the directors set standards for internal
control aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost-effective manner.
The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly
defined framework, effective accounting procedures and adequate
segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. 

These controls are monitored throughout the company and all employees are
required to maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the company's
business is conducted in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above
reproach. The focus of risk management in the company is on identifying,
assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the company.

While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the company endeavours to
minimise it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and
ethical behaviour are applied and managed within predetermined procedures
and constraints.

The directors are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations
given by management, that the system of internal control provides reasonable
assurance that the financial records may be relied on for the preparation of
annual financial statements. However, any system of internal financial control
can provide only reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material
misstatement or loss.

The annual financial statements set out on pages 41 to 49, which have been
prepared on the going concern basis, were approved by the board of directors
and were signed on its behalf by:

Directors' Responsibilities and Approval

DIRECTORS '  RESPONSIBILITIES
AND  APPROVAL
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2019

MV Phiyega: Chief Executive Officer
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The directors present their report for the year ended 31 December 2019.
 
1. Main business and operation
The Safer South Africa Foundation exists to mobilise under-resourced communities, build awareness and ability
to work together in the 'fight against crime'. The Foundation fosters a batter understanding of community safety
issues and improves relationships between the community and law enforcement agencies. In addition, the
Foundation seeks to actively contribute to the national discourse on crime and community safety matters by
undertaking research, advocacy and campaigns.

The operating results and statement of financial position of the company are fully set out in the attached
financial statements and do not in our opinion require any further comment.

2. Going concern
The annual financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting policies applicable to a going
concern. This basis presumes that funds will be available to finance future operations and that the realisation of
assets and settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and commitments will occur in the ordinary course of
business.

3. Events after reporting period
The directors are not aware of any matter or circumstance arising since the end of the financial year that would
have a material effect on the financial statements.
 
4.  Directors' interest in contracts
To our knowledge none of the directors had any interest in contracts entered into during the year under review.
 
5. Directors
The directors of the company during the year and to the date of this report are, in accordance with the
company's records, as follows:
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DIRECTORS' REPORT

MV Phiyega 
TS Thipanyane 
AA Nesengani
PM Oliphant 
TS Farisani

Name
 

Designation

Executive director 
Non-executive director 
Non-executive director 
Non-executive director 
Non-executive director
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Audit Opinion

We have audited the Financial Statements of Safer South Africa Foundation set out on pages 41 to 49, which
comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2019, and the statement of comprehensive
income, the statement of changes in equity and the statement of cash flows for the year ended, and notes to
the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.

In our opinion the Financial Statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Safer
South Africa Foundation as at 31 December 2019, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year
then ended in compliance with the Companies Act 71 of 2008.

Basis for Qualified Opinion
 
In common with similar companies it is not feasible for the non-profit company to institute accounting controls
over cash collections from donations and fund raising activities prior to the initial entry of collections in the
accounting records. It was therefore impractical to extend on examination beyond the receipts actually
recorded.
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial
Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Companies in accordance with the sections 290
and 291 of the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors' Code of Professional Conduct for Registered
Auditors (Revised January 2018), parts 1 and 3 of the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors' Code of
Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (Revised November 2018) (together with the IRBA Codes) and
other independence requirements applicable to performing audits of financial statements in South Africa. We
have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities, as applicable, in accordance with the IRBA Codes and in
accordance with other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in South Africa. The IRBA Codes
are consistent with the corresponding sections of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants'
Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants and the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants'
International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards)
respectively. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our qualified opinion.

Other information
 
The Directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Directors' Report
which we obtained prior to the date of this report. Other information does not include the Financial Statements
and our auditor's report thereon. Our opinion on the Financial Statements does not cover the other information
and we do not express an audit opinion  or  any  form  of  assurance  conclusion thereon.  In  connection  with
our  audit  of  the  Financial  Statements,  our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so,
consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the Financial Statements or our
knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we
have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to
report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Directors for the Financial Statements
 
The Directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the Financial Statements in
accordance with the Companies Act 71 of 2008, and for such internal control as the Directors determine is
necessary to enable the preparation of Financial Statements that are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error.
 
In preparing the Financial Statements, the Directors are responsible for assessing the company's ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless the Directors either intend to wind up the Companies or to cease
operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

TO THE DIRECTORS OF SAFER SOUTH AFRICA FOUNDATION NPC
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Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the Financial Statements, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal controls.
Obtain an understanding of internal controls relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Company's internal controls.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
and related disclosures made by the Directors.
Conclude on the appropriateness of the Directors' use of the going concern basis of accounting and based
on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that
may cast significant doubt on the Company's ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a
material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in my auditor's report to the related
disclosures in the Financial Statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify my opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of my auditor's report. However,
future events or conditions may cause the Companies to cease to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the Financial Statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the Financial Statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the Directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that I identify during my
audit.
 
 
 
Yours faithfully

 

 
Motlanalo Chartered Accountants and Auditors Incorporated 
Per: Nitha Dire
Chartered Accountants (SA)
Registered  Auditors 
Director

Date: 24 November 2020

Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the Financial Statements
 
Our objective is to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the Financial Statements as a whole are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor's report that includes my
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate,
they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
Financial Statements.
 
As part of an audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing, we exercise professional
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:
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STATEMENT  OF  FINANCIAL
POSITION

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019

FIGURES IN RAND NOTE(S) DEC-19 FEB-19

Assets
  
Non-Current Assets
Equipment 16 6322 23 863

Current Assets
  
Cash and Cash Equivalents 11 630 13 060

Total Assets 28 262 36 923

Funds and Liabilities

Funds
Sustainability Funds 28 262 14 001

28 262 14 001

Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities
  
Total Funds and Liabilities 28 262 14 001
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STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

FIGURES IN RAND NOTE(S) DEC-19 FEB-19

Designated income 
Other income
Operating expenses

5 933 197

5 4 378 629

Total comprehensive for surplus/deficit
for the year                                                                         

(8 660) 22 921

Operating surplus/deficit before taxation

4 401 550

5 941 857

(8 660) 22 921

Taxation

Surplus/deficit for the year
Other comprehensive income

4

(8 660) 22 921

- -

--

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND

FIGURES IN RAND NOTE(S) DEC-19 FEB-19

Balance at 01 March 2018  
Surplus/deficit for the year
Other comprehensive income

22 922
14 001

Balance at 31 December 2019                                                                28 262 28 262

Balance at 01 March 2019

22 922
14 001

36 923 36 923

Surplus/deficit for the year 
Other comprehensive income

Surplus/deficit for the year
Other comprehensive income

4

(8 660) 22 921

--

SUSTAINABILITY

(8 660) (8 660)
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Cash flow from investing activities
Net cash flow from investing activities

Cash from financing activities
Total cash movement for the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of
the year

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

Cash flows from operating activities 
Cash used in operations 2 (942)

Net cash from operating activities

(1 430)

(1 430) (942)

- -

(1 430) (942)

13 060 14 001

11 630 13 059

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

FIGURES IN RAND NOTE(S) DEC-19 FEB-19
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